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Friday, 5 May 2017

ACE BROMAC UNBEATEN
IN TWO WA STARTS

Ace Bromac, in action during his Ashburton qualifier last December for driver Dexter Dunn.

Ace Bromac (3g Falcon Seelster-Agnes Patron) is two wins from two Northam, West Australian
starts, after repeating there on Tuesday, May 2.
A former star qualifier for the Cran Dalgety stable in December, Ace Bromac again had to
overcome a second row barrier but was too strong again.
Trainer Kyle Harper was full of running four back on the outer, then tacked on with three wide
cover from the rear just over a lap out.
He angled out four wide on the turn with fellow ex-Kiwi The Publisher (3g ChangeoverNeverland Franco) launching his run outside him.
The Publisher, a 2YO winner at Rangiora last July for the Ken Barron stable, put a neck on Ace
Bromac in the run home but Harper was only foxing.
Ace Bromac lifted when asked late to win by half a neck.
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The Bromac Lodge and Trevor Beaton-bred Ace Bromac, who rated 1:57.4 for the 2190m
first-up at Northam on April 20, rated 1:57.5 second-up over the same journey, the leaders
running their last 800m in 58.2s and final 400m in 29.7s.
Ace Bromac, a half-brother to other smart Australian winners in Angus Bromac (1:54.3),
Avalon Bromac (1:56.1) and Aztec Bromac (1:52.4), is the latest promising type for a
strong winning family which includes grand-dam Anna Patron (1:55, US), 2001 NZ Oaks
winner Shania Patron (1:56.4, eight wins), No Return (1:58.1, nine wins), Fifth Edition (1:56.6,
12 wins), Jackson Street (1:56.6, 16 wins) and Angela's Dream (eight wins).
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